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ABSTRACT
A composition of complex components is employed to supply pilots of high-performance military aircraft
with a pressurized air/oxygen mixture suitable for high altitude breathing and for increasing g–load tolerance. These components must be well-matched to support the dynamic physiological needs of the pilot
over a wide range of operational and environmental conditions. Component matching is complicated by
the interaction of the breathing system and the human lungs, which can have a wide range of characteristics (e.g., volume, elasticity, flow resistance, etc.) drawn from the targeted pilot population. Unintended
dynamic interactions between the mask and other respiratory support subsystems can adversely affect a
pilot’s breathing, possibly contributing to unexplained physiological episodes. Bond graphs are used to
guide investigation and modeling of the overall system, which consists of a breathing regulator, various low
pressure supply lines and connectors, the respiratory mask, and the respiratory mechanics of the pilot. A demand flow regulator delivers air from an ideal high-pressure source to the mask through an inspiratory valve,
and this breath is eventually exhaled through an expiratory valve into an ideal pressure sink – the cockpit
environment. Air is pumped through the system by the lungs – effectively a variable-speed/displacement,
non-linear air pump. Subsystem bond graph models are formulated, and results from preliminary simulation
case studies are presented to verify the model formulation.
Keywords: High-Altitude Oxygen Mask, Demand-Flow Breathing Regulator

1

INTRODUCTION

When flying at high altitudes, pilots of highperformance combat aircraft must breathe through
a pressurized, demand flow respiration mask to
maintain the correct oxygen concentration in their
bloodstream. This is because the partial pressure
of oxygen in the atmosphere is not sufficient to
support a proper blood oxygen concentration at
high altitudes. While there are many variations of
breathing support systems currently in use, they all
essentially supply a pressurized gas (O2 or mixture
of N2 and, O2 ) to a breathing regulator1 . The regulator maintains a supply pressure to the respiration mask (aka safety pressure), according to some
function of altitude. An example schedule is ≈0.5
1 For

the purposes of this investigation, all breathing gas is
generically referred to as ‘air’.

to 1.8 inches water column (or iwc) above cockpit ambient pressure up to 34 k f t, then linearly increasing to 20 iwc at 50 k f t. The breathing regulator is referenced to the cockpit ambient pressure
– which is also controlled as a function of altitude
via a different regulator. Alteration of the mask
supply pressure for increased altitude is referred to
as pressure breathing for altitude (PBA).
Many breathing regulators also increase the supply
pressure for increased g-load, which is referred to
as pressure breathing for g’s (PBG). These breathing system components (regulator, supply lines,
and respiration mask) must be well-matched to
support the dynamic physiological needs of a pilot over a wide range of operational and environmental conditions. Component matching is complicated by the interaction of the breathing sys-
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Figure 1: Block diagrams of respiratory support systems used by combat aviators.
tem with the pilot’s lungs. This matching can
be difficult given the wide range in characteristics
(e.g., volume, elasticity, flow resistance, etc.) presented for pilots of fighter aircraft. Unintended dynamic interactions between the mask and other respiratory support subsystems can adversely affect
a pilot’s breathing, possibly contributing to unexplained physiological episodes (UPEs)2 .
This focus of this paper is on describing a bond
graph approach to modeling the breathing system integrated with a lumped-parameter respiratory mechanics model described by Koeroghlian
et al. 2020. The scope of this investigation is on the
interaction between the air flow dynamics of the
respiratory support system and the respiratory mechanics of the human ‘air pump’. Future work will
extend this model to include the effects of blood
flow and gas exchange (O2 and CO2 ).
2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system considered in this study consists of the
components from the breathing regulator to the aircrew; essentially a pressure regulator, various low
pressure supply lines and interconnects, the respiration mask, and the respiratory mechanics function of a human aircrew member. Within this system, there are two configurations commonly used
by military combat aviators. These systems, shown
2A

good description of the upsurge in UPEs is provided
by Elliott and Schmitt [J. Air & Space Power, v33, issue 3,
2019].

in Figure 1, can be distinguished by the breathing
regulator mounting style – body versus aircraft.
In either configuration, a pressure demand–flow
breathing regulator receives high-pressure air from
an ideal source and delivers regulated, lowpressure air to the respiration mask through a check
valve to supply an inhalation breath into the lungs.
This breath is subsequently exhaled through another check valve and into the cockpit environment, which acts as an ideal pressure sink. From
a pneumatic modeling perspective, both system
configurations use the same face mask and flexible supply hose, although mask volumes and hose
lengths may differ slightly. The lungs can be
thought of as a variable-speed/displacement nonlinear air pump that provides the driving force
for flow through the system, with characteristics
that vary significantly among the pilot population.
Each of these subsystem components is discussed
in more detail in the ensuing sections along with a
corresponding bond graph representation.
2.1 Respiratory Mechanics
As the lungs and respiratory tract are an integral
part of the system and the objective is to gain insight into the effects of life support hardware on
the human respiratory system, a suitable respiratory mechanics model is needed. The lumpedparameter respiratory mechanics model shown in
Figure 2 extends a model developed by Athanasiades et al. 2000. The bond graph approach is
adopted to represent how the lung is modeled by
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Figure 2: Lumped parameter respiratory mechanics diagram and corresponding bond graph.
interconnected lumped elements, and is especially
effective for integrating with models of the respiratory support systems shown in Figure 1. The bond
graph model includes inertial effects in the large
airways, typically neglected in lumped-parameter
models of the adult respiratory system (inertial effects have been examined when modeling respiratory mechanics of preterm infants by Fix et al.
2018).
Inertial effects may be non-negligible in extreme
breathing conditions, which are not typically of interest in models intended for studying clinical behaviors (Liu et al. 1998, Athanasiades et al. 2000).
The inclusion of large airways inertance also conveniently eliminates an arbitrary causality assignment and the resulting non-linear algebraic loop.
Viscoelastic behavior of alveoli walls (lung tissue)
has been described by Suki et al. 1994, and this behavior is represented by the Rve and Cve elements in
the bond graph. The chest wall and diaphragm are

lumped into a single element to form one boundary
of an incompressible pleural volume. The other
pleural volume boundary is formed by the lung
wall, the small airways, and the compressible airways, which are depicted as the narrowing passage
in Figure 2a. Air flows into and out of the lungs,
passing through a series of airways that offer resistance to the flow. Transmural pressure gradients
across wall or membrane structures are designated
with a ‘P’ (e.g., PL , Pcw , and Ptmca ), and are distinguished from pressure drops through flow passageways (e.g., ∆Pla , ∆Pca , and ∆Psa ).
Dynamic compression of certain airways can occur under certain breathing conditions which results in a variable geometry flow restriction. A
good description of this dynamic compression process, as well as a thorough description of the mechanics of breathing, can be found in any number
of books and articles on respiratory mechanics or
the mechanics of breathing (see Gradwell 2016,
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Jeremy Ward 2015, Pedotti 2014). Inhalation is
accomplished by exercising the muscle function
(Pmus ) acting on the diaphragm and chest wall, and
modeled as an ideal effort source (E). This action
increases the lung volume (VA ), which results in a
reduction in the lung pressure (PA ), such that it is
lower than the mask cavity pressure (Pmc ). The differential pressure between Pmc and PA causes air
to flow from the mask cavity into the lung volume. When the muscle force is relaxed, the compliance in the chest wall and diaphragm reduces the
lung volume, reversing the process to cause exhalation. In Athanasiades et al. 2000, Pmc is equal
to the ambient pressure. This is not necessarily the
case on a high-performance combat aircraft, where
the pilot breathes through a pressurized respiration
mask connected to a pressure regulator maintaining a supply pressure up to ≈8000 Pa above the
ambient (cockpit) pressure Ppit . This distinction is
now clearly conveyed by the bond graph of Figure
2b.
The lung system model reveals a loop structure
connecting two key common pressure 0-junctions
via the compliance of the compressible airways,
Cca . While the common flow between these two
pressure junctions may be obvious, they are also
connected through the incompressible pleural fluid
within the pleural volume. The other notable feature evident in the bond graph is the Maxwell
viscoelastic damping model of the lung wall tissue (Rve −Cve ), attached to the 1-junction between
the pleural pressure, Ppl , and the Ppl + Pca pressure 0-junctions. Details of the respiratory mechanics model as well as some preliminary results
from simulation studies are provided in Koeroghlian et al. 2020.
2.2 Breathing Regulators
Demand flow breathing regulator designs have advanced over many decades to satisfy evolving requirements (e.g., PBA and PBG, and on-board
oxygen generation systems). The body mount
CRU-103/P is a single-stage regulator used by
US Naval aviators in the F/A–18 and T–45 aircraft. Various two-stage regulators are used in all
other aircraft of current interest (F–15, F–16, F–22,
F–35, T–6, etc.). To simplify the model, only the

essential regulator function (i.e., demand valve operation), is included in this investigation3 . Thus,
the regulator can be effectively represented by the
diagram in Figure 3a, where a high pressure air
supply enters the low pressure chamber through the
demand valve. The valve position is controlled by
a force balance from the return spring (kdv ), a bias
spring (kbs ) and the differential pressure across a
diaphragm. The forces required to operate a balanced demand valve are relatively small and almost independent of the inlet pressure (Ernsting
and Miller 1996). The bias spring and differential
pressure induced forces are applied to the demand
valve through a bell crank lever arm of some combined, effective mass. The differential pressure
across the diaphragm is referenced to the cockpit
pressure. Depending on the relative energy storage
capabilities of the springs, lumped inertial mass of
the lever-arm mechanism, and the lever ratio, the
system can exhibit 1st to 3rd order response to a
dynamic event (i.e., an inhalation breath). A preliminary observation suggests that a 2-stage aircraft mounted regulator exhibits 1st order behavior
while the single-stage, body mount regulator exhibits ≥ 2nd order behavior; however, further investigation would be needed to confirm these assumptions.
The bond graph of Figure 3b effectively captures
these features with the demand valve flow resistance (Rdv ) modulated by the valve position (xdv ) at
the common flow 1-junction. The inertial elements
of the lever-arm are lumped with the valve mass.
Although the volume of the regulated gas chamber
is small, a compliance element (CV ) is included to
the outlet port of the regulator to facilitate integration with the system model. Causally, this volume
(effectively part of the low pressure supply line or
flexible supply hose) dictates the output pressure
of the regulator.
2.3 Low Pressure Supply Line and Oxygen
Mask Connector
When the breathing regulator is mounted to the aircraft, the low pressure, air is routed to the respiration mask assembly via a low pressure supply line.
3 See

breathing regulators and demand valve operation in
(Ernsting and Miller 1996) and (Gradwell 2016).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Functional diagram (a) and bond graph representation (b) of basic demand style breathing regulator. Functional diagram adapted from Gradwell 2016.
This necessarily requires some line length and a
flow resistance, compliance, and inertance associated with this length. As this length varies with
regulator mounting location, the constitutive relationship parameters are aircraft dependent. Additionally, configurations utilizing aircraft mounted
regulators require an additional component in the
low pressure line to enable connection to an emergency oxygen supply. It is generically know as
the oxygen mask connector, though typically referred to as a CRU (e.g., CRU-60/P, CRU-94/P).
Pneumatically, the CRU represents a simple pressure loss between the low pressure supply line and
the flexible supply hose of the respiration mask.
A bond graph of the low pressure supply line and
oxygen mask connector is shown in Figure 4. The
line volume is separated into two halves, divided
by an intertance and resistance on a common flow
1-junction. Although the inlet and outlet are represented as an ideal flow source and pressure sink
respectively, when incorporated into the system
model, these elements are eliminated as will be
seen in the bond graph of the full system model.
2.4 Respiration Mask Assembly
With few exceptions, the positive pressure, demand
flow respiration mask assembly shown in the photograph of Figure 5 is routinely worn by the pilots

Figure 4: Bond graph of low pressure supply line
(l psl) and oxygen mask connector (omc). u: upstream. d: downstream
and aircrew of high-performance combat aircraft
around the world. Pneumatically, it consists of four
primary elements: a flexible supply hose, an inhalation check valve (Riv ), a mask cavity volume
(Vmc ), and an exhalation check valve (Rev ). The
mask volume is formed by a soft, flexible facepiece and the facial features of the pilot. The inhalation and exhalation valves, represented as simple resistive flow elements in the bond graph of
Figure 5, are mounted to a hard shell exoskeleton,
penetrating and sealing against the silicone rubber
face-piece. Though there are many mask configurations available, from a dynamic system modeling perspective, the only differentiation is the mask
cavity volume and the length of the flexible supply
hose. All masks use essentially the same inhalation
and exhalation check valves. These fundamental
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components of the respiration mask assembly are
described in the ensuing sections – following the
path of air flow through the system.

ment is shared with the regulator and the two volumes are combined. The upstream connection to
the aircraft mounted regulator configuration is seen
in Figure 8.
2.4.2 Inhalation Valve

Figure 5: Respiration mask assembly with simple
bond graph representation.

2.4.1 Flexible Supply Hose
The flexible supply hose is made of a thick, soft
rubber compound that is corrugated to provide
flexibility for the pilot’s head movement. The inlet of this supply hose connects either directly to
a body mount breathing regulator, or an Oxygen
Mask Connector for aircraft mount regulator systems (see Figure 1). While both the flow resistance
and volume can change as the pilot moves his head,
re-configuring the hose shape, the hose parameters
are treated as constants for this initial investigation.
The pumping action resulting from the stretching
and relaxation of the supply hose is a complication
that will be addressed in future studies. A bond
graph representation of the flexible supply hose is
shown in Figure 5 as part of the mask assembly.
The hose volume is lumped into two compliance
elements separated by inertance and resistance elements connected to a common 1-junction. This
arrangement is conducive to integration with either
the breathing regulator or the low pressure supply
line. When connected directly to a body mount
breathing regulator, the upstream compliance ele-

Functionally, the inhalation valve assembly is
much more complex than the simple resistive element shown in the bond graph of Figure 5. It is
comprised of two symmetric, spring-loaded flapper elements molded into a single silicone rubber unit, which is mounted in a valve body. The
thicker cross-section of the flappers, depicted in
Figure 6a, move largely as a rigid bodies. Thinner
cross-sections form hinges and also serve as return
springs. When the pilot inhales, a differential pressure between the mask cavity and the flexible supply line overcomes the spring force, opening the
flappers and allowing air flow into the mask cavity.
At the end of inhalation, the differential pressure is
reduced, and the flappers close against a seat feature in the valve body. A functional diagram of the
inhalation valve is shown in Figure 6a, where the
valve orientation is approximately as worn by a pilot.
Under high g-load conditions (and depending on
the pilot’s head orientation), opening of one flapper is assisted by the g-load, while the other is
hampered. This situation is reversed for closing,
which may create a situation where a flapper is
not fully closed at the start of an exhalation event.
The inhalation valve also provides a passage to allow pressure from the supply line to communicate
with the compensation chamber in the exhalation
valve. The functional attributes of this passage are
described with the compensation system.
A bond graph representation of the inhalation valve
model is shown in Figure 6b, where only one of the
two flapper elements is modeled; hence the flow
must be doubled. The angular position of the flapper (θ f l ) is determined by the balance of torques
acting on the flapper, where angular velocity (ω f l )
is causally determined by the angular momentum
(h f l /J f l ). The torque term, Thsc , is used as a hard
stop closure spring. The torque-displacement characteristics of the flappers can be determined ei-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Inhalation valve functional diagram (a) and bond graph of single flapper model (b).
ther experimentally (requiring a custom measurement apparatus) or using the finite element method.
Characterizing the flow coefficient of the valve as a
function of flapper angular position is challenging;
the elastomeric spring is non-linear, flapper angle
visualization is obscured by valve body shrouding,
and pressure distribution on the upstream face of
the flapper is not necessarily uniform. The simplistic valve model in Figure 5 can be used for some
simulations where dynamic behavior of the valve
movement is not required. In this case, the flow
resistance element (R f l ) is not modulated by the
angular position of the flappers – it is simply expressed as a function of the differential pressure
across the valve (∆Piv ) and reverse flow is forced
to zero. A reasonable constitutive relationship for
this approach is the steady-state performance requirement.
2.4.3 Mask Cavity Volume
The mask cavity volume (Vmc ) is formed by multiple boundaries: facial features of the pilot, the
soft rubber form that roughly contours those facial
features, and the inhalation and exhalation check
valves. The relationship between pressure and volume in the mask cavity is based on isentropic compression/expansion of an ideal gas (PV γ = const).
Therefore, the mask cavity pressure at any time
during the breathing cycle is determined from a
reference pressure and volume (Pmc0 and Vmc0 respectively), the ratio of specific heats (γ), and the

instantaneous mask cavity volume (∆Vmc ), where
∆Vmc is a state variable.
The pressure in the mask cavity at the end of an exhalation breath (taken as FRC4 ), when both check
valves are closed, is used as the reference pressure,
Pmc0 . If no mask were present, this pressure would
be that of the cockpit; however, when exhaling into
a respiration mask, the pressure within the mask
volume at the end of an exhalation breath is effectively the cracking pressure of the exhalation valve.
The corresponding reference volume, Vmc0 , is on
the order of 150 to 230 mL when combined with
the upper airway and trachea volumes. The initial
condition of ∆Vmc for the integration process in the
simulation (∆Vmc0 ), is equal to zero.
2.4.4 Exhalation Valve
The simple resistive element used in the bond
graph of Figure 5 to represent an exhalation valve
betrays the complex design necessary to meet the
requirements for this valve type. The valve is actually an assembly of mechanical components employed to minimize exhalation flow resistance as
well as maintain valve closure over a range of differential pressures. As seen in the cross-section
of Figure 7a, the valve is comprised of a mov4 Functional

Residual Capacity (FRC) is the volume remaining in the lung at the end of a normal breath. The respiratory muscles are relaxed and the volume is determined by
the elastic properties of the lungs and chest wall (Jeremy Ward
2015).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Exhalation valve functional diagram (a) and bond graph representation (b).
able poppet, loaded against the valve seat by the
poppet spring (ks1 ). This valve design is termed
a split-compensated expiratory valve because the
poppet can be loaded by the compensation pressure
in the closing direction only (i.e., a low pressure in
the compensation chamber will not pull the poppet
open. While a comprehensive description of the
split-compensated expiratory valve operation can
be found in (Gradwell 2016), a brief overview follows.

ing poppet movement. Pressure to the compensation chamber is provided by a passage connected
to the inlet side of the inhalation valve. This allows the exhalation valve to operate at effectively
the same pressure as the inhalation valve. The discharge coefficient of the exhalation valve as a function of poppet position can be described by a polynomial equation; however, the individual steadystate points must be determined either experimentally, or using computational fluid dynamics.

The reaction force for the poppet spring is provided
by a movable spring seat (mss ), which is loaded
by a combination of the auxiliary spring (ks2 ), a
compliant, silicone rubber diaphragm (kd ), and the
compensation chamber pressure (Pcc ) – thus the
preload on the poppet spring is a function of the
mask supply pressure, which is a function of altitude described previously. While it is tempting
to neglect the diaphragm ’spring’ load, it is on the
same order as that of the auxiliary spring. The
compliant rolling diaphragm is sealed to the poppet spring seat via an interference fit. The rolling
moniker results from the quasi-rolling action it exhibits as the poppet spring seat (mss ) travels towards the base of the valve, compressing the auxiliary spring as well as any air that is not expelled
from the compensation chamber. The poppet is
constrained from large lateral movements by three
equally spaced radial segments of the valve body
that are slightly larger in radius than the outer edge
of the poppet. Small lateral loads are managed
by the radial constraints on the rolling diaphragm;
however, in the presence of large lateral loads associated with high-g turns, the poppet will drag on
two of the three lateral constraints (Fµ,pop ), imped-

A bond graph representation of the exhalation
valve (Figure 7b) shows additional dissipation elements not depicted in the functional diagram, notably Rcp . This flow resistance within the compensation passage is primarily realized within the inhalation valve assembly, but included here as it is
functionally part of the exhalation valve. While
all flow passages exhibit some head loss, there
is a very deliberate restriction to limit flow into
the compensation chamber depicted in the original patent on which the exhalation valve design is
based (Aaron Bloom and Orland W. Wilcox and
Peter I. Mate 1969). The combination of the flow
resistance and compensation chamber volume effectively creates an RC filter, which should minimize any pressure pulses in the flexible supply line
from entering the compensation chamber; however, it can also limit the flow out of the compensation chamber, resulting in a dynamic increase in
Pcc during rapid exhalation events, increasing the
exhalation effort.
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Figure 8: Bond graph of complete system model with aircraft mounted breathing regulator and additional
low pressure supply line and oxygen mask connector. Individual component details are omitted for clarity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Respiratory mechanics coupled to simple mask shown with corresponding bond graph. (b)
Flow rates through valves (upper plot) and mask cavity pressure (lower) for fast sequence of incrementally
increasing breathing cycles.
3

COMPLETE SYSTEM MODEL

A bond graph representation of Configuration 2 described in the block diagram of Figure 1 is shown
in Figure 8, where detailed component models pre-

sented in previous sections are connected to show
power flow and the causal structure of a complete
system. In the configuration shown, there are 22
independent energy storage elements with no arbi-
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trary or integral causality assignments, thus resulting in 22 state variables. The small volume of the
breathing regulator output chamber is combined
with the upstream volume of the low pressure supply line, form a single compliance element. And,
causally, the lung model produces a flow, Qla , that
is delivered to (or removed from) the 0-junction of
the mask cavity volume. Flow into the mask cavity
through the inhalation valve is causally controlled
by the modulated resistance element, Riv . Likewise, flow out of the mask cavity through the exhalation valve is causally controlled by the modulated resistance element, Rev . It is unlikely that this
complex version of the ’complete’ model is needed
to answer many of the questions about the system
behavior. While some of the individual components have been characterized to develop the constitutive relationships (e.g., exhalation valve), others have not (e.g., inhalation valve and breathing
regulators). As there is currently insufficient information to simulate the dynamic behavior of this
complex system, a reduced order system is studied
in the following.
4

CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS

The simple model chosen for initial case studies
(shown in Figure 9a) is a logical first step in developing and simulating the more complex representations of the system described in the previous section. The bond graph representation of
this model consists of the lumped parameter respiratory mechanics model described in Section 2.1
and the simple respiration mask model (sans flexible supply hose) shown in Figure 5. Flow characteristics of the ideal check valves (i.e., no reverse
flow) are based on performance requirements imposed by the US Department of Defense. Studies
were performed with two Pmus /Amus forcing functions designated fast and slow as described in Koeroghlian et al. 2020. In each case, Amus was incrementally increased to produce a range of inhalation volumes. As the time for each breath remained
constant, the inhalation and exhalation flow rates
necessarily increased for each incremental breath.
Simulation results of the mask and respiratory mechanics model shown in Figure 9a are compared to
results with no mask present.

Causality assignment in the bond graph of Figure 9a reveals six independent energy storage
elements resulting in the state vector, x =
[∆Vca ∆VA ∆Vve ∆Vcw Γla ∆Vmc ]T .
The
nonlinear state equations are summarized in Equations 1 through 6. Initial conditions are solved at
the functional residual capacity (FRC) of the lungs.
V̇cw = Qla = Γu /Ila

(1)

V̇ca = Qla − Qsa
Ptmca (∆Vca ) − Pve (∆Vve ) − PL (∆VA )
∆V̇A =
Rsa (∆VA )

(2)

(3)
V̇ve = Qsa − Vve /(RveCve )

(4)

Γ̇la = Pmc (∆Vmc ) − Pmus (t) − Ppit (t) − ∆Pla (Γu )
(5)
− ∆Pca (Γla , ∆Vca ) − ∆Pgl − Pcw (∆Vcw )
∆V̇mc = Qiv (∆Piv ) − Qla − Qev (∆Pev )

(6)

The input vector is formed by the ideal effort inputs
indicated in the bond graph of Figure 9a, where Pivi
and Ppit are held constant in these initial case studies (u = [Pivi Pmus (t) Ppit ]T ).
The simulation is executed for several breathing
scenarios. In Figure 9b, flow rates through the
inhalation and exhalation valves and mask cavity
pressure are shown for a time sequence of rapid
breathing cycles with incrementally increasing inhalation volumes. It should be understood that the
sequence of breathing cycles represented in the following figures are not intended to represent a physiological breathing sequence. Rather, they are designed to exercise the model over a wide range of
scenarios.
In this initial study, the inhalation and exhalation
valve flow resistances are found to have a significant effect on the work of breathing. Flowvolume loops (commonly reported in respiratory
mechanics studies) in Figure 10b are markedly different than those in Figure 10a, where the respiration mask is coupled to the respiratory mechanics model. In these flow-volume (QV) loops, inspired volume is typically increased from right to
left. Consequently, the Pmus forcing functions plotted below the flow-volume loops increase in time
from right to left, such that lower amplitude Pmus
peaks coincide with smaller QV loops.
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(a) w/o mask

(b) w/ mask

Figure 10: Typical flow-volume loops with no respiratory mask (a) and simple mask (b) for slow breathing
wave form.
While the QV loops show an interesting contrast,
it is the work of breathing (WoB) for each individual QV loop that reveals the significance of breathing through a mask with flow restrictions. This is
shown in Figure 11, where WoB is plotted against
inspired volume (Vinsp ) for the QV loops of Figures 10b and 10a. The effect of breathing through
a mask with flow resistance in the inhalation and
exhalation check valves is more pronounced when
the inhalation and exhalation times are reduced
and, demanding higher flow rates through the
valves. The no mask configuration serves as a
bounding case and can also be used as a metric by
which to measure valve efficiency. The model can
also be used to guide design requirement of new
valve hardware. For example, it would be advantageous to determine which valve should be optimized to achieve the most benefit (i.e., reduction in
WoB). More complex versions of the valve models
can then be added to aid in the design of new, more
efficient devices.
5

CONCLUSIONS

It has been hypothesized that non-optimal behavior
of the complex respiratory support system in combat aircraft can contribute to the unexplained physiological episodes experienced by many aviators.
This paper describes the formulation of bond graph
models comprising a typical pilot’s breathing sup-

Figure 11: Work of breathing, normalized to inspired volume (pressure) as a function of inspired
volume.
port system that incorporates a model for the human respiratory mechanics. The model developed
here is meant to provide a means for investigating
whether the physical characteristics of key components, and the dynamic interaction of these components, play a role in these reported episodes. This
can be complicated by the nonlinear characteristics of the breathing system components, the interaction of the composite system with the human
respiratory mechanics, and the variability and uncertainty in the characteristics of both. The preliminary result presented from the case studies show
that the approach taken makes it possible to iden-
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tify how key physiological quantities such as Work
of Breathing can be related to the operational conditions as well as system characteristics. Future
work will focus on methods and tools that can be
used to guide design and selection of components
to ensure robust, safe, and effective operation of
these systems for a wide range of operating conditions given the expected capabilities of human pilots. Further, this model can be extended to incorporate the effects of blood flow and gas exchange
(O2 and CO2 ) by extending the lumped-parameter
human lung model described by Koeroghlian et al.
2020.
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